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Updated 10.27.10
30’ WIDE AGRA TECH THERMOLATORS
WITH ARCHES ON 4’ CENTERS

Good non-code production greenhouse with 1 7/8” galvanized 2 part galvanized steel arches. Basic Quonset house includes 3 runs of “Z” purlin at ridge and part way down each slope. We suggest you consider option for 2 additional runs of purlin. 2 3/8” posts set 2’ in concrete piers and extend 3’6” above ground to accept arches. 4’ arch spacing provides significantly more strength against winds, snow and ice. Our most common sizes are listed below, but we can provide these 30’ wide structures in any length desired.

30’ X 48’ THERMOLATOR 4’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 5001011 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

30’ X 60’ THERMOLATOR 4’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 53-12061 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

30’ X 96’ THERMOLATOR 4’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 50-30962 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

30’ WIDE AGRA TECH THERMOLATORS
WITH ARCHES ON 6’ CENTERS

30’ X 48’ THERMOLATOR 6’ OC, 3’ 6” WALL
Order #: 50-3048 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

30’ X 96’ THERMOLATOR 6’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 50-30963 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

CODED THERMOLATORS

Heavier version of traditional Thermolator greenhouse engineered to meet IBC building code of 10# and 80 mph wind at 6’ spacing and 20# and 100 mph wind at 4’ spacing. Arches of 2 3/8” round galvanized steel and roll formed posts of 12 gauge steel hat.

30’ X 96’ CODED THERMOLATOR, 4’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 50-3096 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

30’ X 96’ CODED THERMOLATOR 6’ OC, 3’6” WALL
Order #: 50-30961 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ WIDE AGRA TECH COLDFRAMES
WITH ARCHES ON 4’ CENTERS

Good non-code production greenhouse with 1 3/8” galvanized one part galvanized steel arches. Basic Quonset house includes 1 run of “Z” purlin at ridge. We suggest you consider option for 2 additional runs of purlin. 1 5/8” posts set 2’ in concrete piers and extend 5’ above ground to accept arches. 4’ arch spacing provides significantly more strength against winds, snow and ice. Our most common sizes are listed below but we can provide these 20’ wide structures in any length desired.

20’ X 24’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 500073 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 36’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 5000352 –sold as basic greenhouse frame

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
20’ X 40’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 508011 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 48’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 2048 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 60’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 500035 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 72’ COLD FRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 500025 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 96’ COLDFRAME 4’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 50-2096 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ WIDE AGRA TECH COLDFRAMES
WITH ARCHES ON 6’ CENTERS

20’ X 24’ COLDFRAME 6’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 2024 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 36’ COLDFRAME 6’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 500051 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 48’ COLDFRAME 6’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 50-2048 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 60’ COLDFRAME 6’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 5000378 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

20’ X 96’ COLDFRAME 6’ OC, 5’ WALL
Order #: 50-20961 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

21’ WIDE POLY-TEX EXPANSION MANSION GREENHOUSE

The 21’ wide Expansion Mansion is one of our most versatile growing structures. Ideal for the new grower, it is easily expandable and upgradable with a variety of ventilation and mechanical system options. Its traditional arch design can be fitted with double poly film or polycarbonate sheathing. It can be constructed as a freestanding or gutter-connected greenhouse. Expandable-add additional gutter-connected bays as you grow. Good non-code, high wall, low profile arch Quonset greenhouse with 4 part galvanized steel arch of 2” 14 gauge. Basic house comes with 1-2” round ridge purlin. Posts to anchor 2’ deep in concrete piers and includes all fittings, bolts and hardware for basic frame with posts and arches on 6’ centers and 6’ sidewall height before beginning of roof arch. Our most common sizes are listed below but we can provide these 21’ wide structures in any length desired.

21’ X 48’ EXPANSION MANSION 6’ OC, 6’ WALL
Order #: 50-2148 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

21’ X 96’ EXPANSION MANSION 6’ OC, 6’ WALL
Order #: 50-2196 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

21’ X 144’ EXPANSION MANSION 6’ OC, 6’ WALL
Order #: 50-21144 —sold as basic greenhouse frame

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376

Prices subject to change without notice
EXPANSION MANSION END FRAME ASSEMBLY
Sold as kit for each endwall to add 2 vertical posts centered on 7’ centers of 21’ wide frame ready for you to provide your own horizontal baseboards and upper wall framings. Need 2 frames per greenhouse.
Order #: 50-2200 –sold as kit for each endwall

CONLEY HOBBY GREENHOUSES
Covering consists of clear, twinwall UV resistant sheets, complete with energy efficient insulation qualities and a 10-year warranty against discoloration. Roll-form legs, trusses and purlins offer superior structural strength. Components supplied pre-cut and punched for easy bolt-together assembly. Step-by-step installation instructions included. Conley’s Hobby House is constructed with an all-galvanized steel frame design which insures maximum strength and life. All buildings are engineered to meet 70 mph wind (exposure “B”) and 10 lb. live load per the I.B.C. building codes. 6mm twinwall polycarbonate glazing provides excellent light transmission and insulation. Conley’s unique Hobby House packages incorporate the same quality design standards and industry-proven components utilized in its full line of commercial greenhouse structures. Provided with 3’ storm door and anchors to attach to concrete floor or curb. Kit does not include benches, shade, heating or cooling, all of which are available as options to complete these greenhouses.

CONLEY 9' WIDE HOBBY GREENHOUSE
9’ wide greenhouse is available in any multiple of 6’ long

9’ X 12’ CONLEY HOBBY GREENHOUSE
[special order item]
Order #: 50-0912 –sold as ready to assemble kit

CONLEY 12’ WIDE HOBBY GREENHOUSES
12’ wide greenhouse is available in any multiple of 6’ long

12’ X 12’ CONLEY HOBBY GREENHOUSE
[special order item]
Order #: 50-1212 –sold as ready to assemble kit

12’ X 18’ CONLEY HOBBY GREENHOUSE
[special order item]
Order #: 50-1218 –sold as ready to assemble kit

12’ X 24’ CONLEY HOBBY GREENHOUSE
[special order item]
Order #: 50-1224 –sold as ready to assemble kit

CONLEY 8’ WIDE GARDEN PRO HOBBY GREENHOUSES
Conley’s Garden Pro is glazed with 4 year greenhouse plastic film engineered to create the most efficient use of available sunlight. The Garden Pro is shipped pre-punched and fabricated to size, simplifying the installation procedure. The Garden Pro is constructed out of the same solid galvanized steel used in Conley’s commercial greenhouses. Incorporating all the technology used in the production of large commercial greenhouses, Conley’s has developed this structure with the homeowner or instructor in mind. Standard package includes all galvanized steel bolt-together frame, clear copolymer film covering for roof, sides and ends attached using a wiggle wire system, one swing door and installation instructions. 8’ wide greenhouse is available in any multiple of 6’ long.

8’ X 12’ CONLEY GARDEN PRO GREENHOUSE
Order #: 50-0812 –sold as ready to assemble kit

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
ROLL-UP CURTAIN OPTION FOR 8’ X 12’ GARDEN PRO [special order item]
Order #: 50-08121 –kit for both 12’ rollups on one greenhouse

POLYTEX 6’ WIDE ENTHUSIAST HOBBY GREENHOUSE
Nice beginning hobby greenhouse of single wall clear polycarbonate panels to install in green plastic structural frame. Popular kit from Israel with 5 year limited warranty. 6’ wide greenhouse is available in any multiple of 4’ long.

6’ X 8’ ENTHUSIAST POLYCARBONATE HOBBY GREENHOUSE
[discontinued when sold]
Order #: 50-0608 –closeout of display unit –sold as-is

ENTHUSIAST GREENHOUSE VENT KIT
Materials to add manual vents to hobby greenhouse frame
Order #: 50-0611 –kit for each vent

POLYTEX 8’ WIDE MINIPRO HOBBY GREENHOUSE
The MiniPro is the big brother to the Enthusiast greenhouse and is the result of requests for a larger hobby greenhouse. With the same clear polycarbonate panels, value and ease of installation, the MiniPro is great for the home gardener who wants to get a jump on the season.

8’ X 10’ RIGID PEAK GREENHOUSE [special order item]
Order #: 50-200 –sold as ready to assemble kit

POLYTEX 10’ WIDE HOBBY GREENHOUSES
10’ WIDE POLYTEX HOME GARDENER [special order item]
The Home Gardener is designed to be a 4-season greenhouse that allows you to get a jump on the Spring growing season. It assembles quickly with wing nuts so no tools are needed. Multilevel benches and hanging basket purlins allow you to maximize your growing space. Heavy-duty galvanized steel benching-benching brackets with bench tops included and 6 mil, 4-year poly covering are included. Durable polycarbonate Slide-Side panels allow for adjustable manual natural ventilation to control temperature. Double end door-consisting of two swinging doors provides large 4-foot opening.
Order #: 50-106 –10’x6’ –sold as ready to assemble kit
Order #: 50-1012 –10’x12’ –sold as ready to assemble kit

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
10' X 24' BENCH MART DELUXE [special order item]
The Bench-Mart Deluxe assembles quickly with wing nuts. Multilevel bench displays and hanging basket purlins display product at comfortable shopping levels. Bench tops and poly covering are included. Integrated plant displays - Bench-Mart Deluxe comes with display benching built in; Hang your baskets - two high capacity, full-length runs of hanging basket purlins; Natural ventilation - Slide-Side ventilation is easy to use so you can make sure your customers are comfortable as they allow for cross ventilation.
Order #: 5000331 –sold as ready to assemble kit

10' X 6' FRUIT & FLORAL PEDDLER [special order item]
A cost effective, easy and attractive way to display both fruit and floral merchandise right on your sidewalk or inside your store. The colorful, heavy-duty fitted top draws attention to your products while shading your live plants and customers. Set up is easy with wing nut construction that require no tools. The moneysaving modular design allows for unlimited lengths and future expansion. Heavy-duty 13 oz. vinyl laminate comes in red, green, blue or yellow and white stripe.
Order #: 50-BM1000 –sold as ready to assemble kit

HOBBY COLDFRAME
FLORAL PLUS COLDFRAME
[discontinued when sold]
3' wide x 4' long x 2' tall simple galvanized steel frame from France covered with corrugated clear PVC to get an early start on spring crops or to extend fall crops.
Order #: 50-342 –sold as ready to assemble kit

SQUARE GALVANIZED FRAMING TUBE
1 1/2” X 24’ SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE
14 gauge
Order #: 50-24 –sold as each

1 3/4” X 24’ SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE
14 gauge
Order #: 50-24134 –sold as each

2” SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE/PER LINEAR FOOT 16 GAUGE
Order #: 50965 –sold per linear foot

2” X 24’ SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE 16 GAUGE
Order #: 50-242 –sold as each

PUR LIN CONNECTORS FOR 2” SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE
1 3/4” x 6” splice to insert between 2 joints of 2” square tube and use self drilling screws to make coupling between joints.
Order #: 50-305 –sold as each

2.5” X 24’ SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE 14 GAUGE
Order #: 50-2524 –sold as each

3” X 21’ SQUARE GALVANIZED TUBE
13 gauge
Order #: 50-213 –sold as each

4” SQUARE X 15’ LONG GALVANIZED STEEL POST
11 gauge
Order #: 50-415 –sold as each

2” X 4” RECTANGLE X 20’ 16 GAUGE GALVANIZED STEEL TUBE
Mainly used to frame heavy door openings or for bottom pad stringer
Order #: 50-2024 –sold as each

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
**SQUARE ALUMINUM FRAMING TUBE**

1 1/4" X 1/16" WALL X 72" LONG ALUMINUM SQUARE TUBE
Order #: 50-58495 – sold per tube

1 1/4" X 1/16" WALL X 96" LONG ALUMINUM SQUARE TUBE
[Special order item]
Order #: 50-59485 – sold per tube

2" SQUARE X 1/8" (.125) WALL X 20’ LONG ALUMINUM SQUARE TUBE
[Special order item]
Order #: 50-1219 – sold per tube

**ROUND GALVANIZED UTILITY PIPE**

Use to make hanging basket rails, for rollup wall shafts or to support water or mist lines.

1 3/8" OD GALVANIZED LITE FENCE RAIL .047 WALL [Special order item]
Order #: 50-91381 – sold per 21’ pipe

1 3/8" OD GALVANIZED HEAVY FENCE RAIL 20 WEIGHT
Order #: 50-9138 – sold per 21’ pipe

1 5/8" OD GALVANIZED LITE FENCE RAIL .047 WALL [Special order item]
Order #: 50-9158 – sold per 21’ pipe

1 5/8" OD GALVANIZED HEAVY FENCE RAIL 20 WEIGHT
Order #: 50-91581 – sold per 21’ pipe

**STAINLESS STEEL FRAMING TUBE**

Very best framing to use for Kool Cel pad supports, door framing or endwall framing in wet areas to avoid rust problems but use limited by high expense.

2” X 2” X 20’ - 11 GAUGE SS SQUARE TUBE [Special order item]
Order #: 50-020220 – sold each tube

2” X 4” X 20’ - 11 GAUGE SS RECTANGLE TUBE [Special order item]
Order #: 50-020420 – sold each tube

**STEEL FRAMING LUGS**

2 HOLE NEXUS ANGLE LUGS
Handy 2” x 2” face on both sides of angles great for a million uses when building a greenhouse, framing for equipment or doors, etc. 1 hole predrilled in each side of angle.
Order #: 51-02 – sold as each

---

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376

Prices subject to change without notice
3 HOLE NEXUS ANGLE LUGS
All purpose building and framing lug with 2 pre-punched holes on one side and one hole on opposite side of angle. 2” x 2” face on both sides of handy framing angle.
Order #: 51-03 –sold as each

BLACK PLASTIC SQUARE TUBE INSERT CAPS
Caps can be used to seal exposed ends of square tubes

1 1/2” PURLIN INSERT CAP
Order #: 50-124 –sold as each

2” PURLIN INSERT CAP
Order #: 51-0010 –sold as each

PIPE CROSS CONNECTORS
1 3/8” X 1 3/8” CROSS CONNECTOR
Bolt together clamp to join 2-1 3/8” round pipes together without drilling a hole in pipes that can weaken their strength.
Order #: 50-00150 –sold as set of 2 to make 1 clamp

POLYTEX SPEED HOOKS & 2” PIPE FITTINGS
LEVELING RING POLYTEX “A” FITTING
Install around 2” round pipe and use provided set screw to set arches or other pipe at a level position.
Order #: 509043 –sold as each

POLYTEX “E” FIGURE 8 FITTING WITH TAB
To join 2-2” round pipes running in opposite directions like a purlin crossing an arch and to provide a drop tab for truss assemblies.
Order #: 50-E –sold as each

LONG SPEED HOOKS WITH TAB
2 part clamp to go around 2” round pipe and provide tab to bolt to windbrace, truss assembly or other connection.
Order #: 50-2209 –sold as set of 2 pieces

EXPANSION MANSION BASEBOARD BRACKETS
CORNER BASE/VENT RAIL BRACKET
Welded bracket to hold baseboard or eaveboard at corners
Order #: 50-2205 –sold as each

EXPANSION MANSION LUMBER MOUNT “L” SHAPE
Used to mount baseboard or eaveboards. Works best when used with “U” clamp.
Order #: 50-2208

EXPANSION MANSION “U” CLAMP
Use with lumber mount to install baseboard or eaveboard splice/support bracket
Order #: 50-2207 –sold as each

GALVANIZED STEEL BASEBOARD BRACKETS
BASEBOARD BRACKET
Order #: 50-BBBRACKET –sold as each

BASEBOARD CORNER BRACKET
Order #: 50-BBCORNER –sold as each

BASEBOARD GABLE BRACKET
Order #: 50-BBGABLEBR –sold as each

BASEBOARD SPLICE
Order #: 50-BBSPLICE –sold as each

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
GALVANIZED STEEL
RETROFIT PURLINS & SPLICES
1” X 2” X 2” X 12’ LONG “J” PURLIN
Order #: 50-122 –sold as each

PURLIN SPLICE ANGLE 1 3/4” X 1 3/4”
Order #: 50-PURLINSP –sold as each

7’11” “U” GABLE Framing 2” X 2” X 2”
Order #: 50-711GABLEFR –sold as each

PURLIN TOPPER/CAP
Install over top of 2” square purlin to create anti condensate gutter drains so that you can screw down corrugated polycarbonate in valleys on a roof job or to use under acrylic to reduce extreme temperature buildup and premature aging of panels over galvanized purlins.

NEXUS 12’ WHITE PURLIN TOPPER/CAP
[special order item]
Order #: 50-12WHT –sold as each

NEXUS 10’ X 1 1/2” GALVANIZED PULIN TOPPER/CAP
Order #: 46115 –sold as each

NEXUS GUTTER CAPS
Short extensions of 12” wide Nexus galvanized steel gutters.

NEXUS GUTTER ENDCAP W/O DOWNSPOUT
Just open ended gutter extension
Order #: 53-1208 –sold as each

NEXUS GUTTER ENDCAP W/4” DOWNSPOUT
Gutter extension sealed on end with bottom nipple to receive 4” downspout pipe
Order #: 53-220 –sold as each

NEXUS GUTTER ENDCAP W/6” DOWNSPOUT
Gutter extension sealed on end with bottom nipple to receive 6” downspout pipe
Order #: 53-2400 –sold as each

POLYTEX HEATER HANGERS
EXPANSION MANSION SHORT DIRECTION HEATER HANGER KIT
Kit to support heater and direct it across 21’ width of Expansion Mansion greenhouse. Usually selected when using a fanjet for circulation.
Order #: 50-201 –sold as kit for 1 heater

EXPANSION MANSION LONG DIRECTION HEATER HANGER KIT
Kit to support heater and direct it down the length of an Expansion Mansion greenhouse. Usually selected to support heater when using HAF fans for circulation.
Order #: 50-2202 –sold as kit for 1 heater

FLAT ALUMINUM SHEETS
LIGHTWEIGHT—1/16” THICK
Use for flashing, face of homemade doors or potting table tops

48” X 96” ALUMINUM SHEET .063
[special order item]
Order #: 50-48063 –sold per sheet

48” X 120” ALUMINUM SHEET .063
[special order item]
Order #: 50-410063 –sold per sheet

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
FLAT ALUMINUM SHEETS
HEAVYWEIGHT—1/8” THICK

48” X 96” ALUMINUM SHEET .125
[special order item]
Order #: 50-48125 –sold per sheet

48” X 120” ALUMINUM SHEET .125
[special order item]
Order #: 50-410125 –sold per sheet

16 GAUGE LIGHTWEIGHT
GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS

48” X 96” 16 GAUGE GALVANIZED SHEET
[special order item]
Order #: 50-4X8 –sold per sheet

48” X 144” 16 GAUGE GALVANIZED SHEET
[special order item]
Order #: 50-4X12 –sold per sheet

14 GAUGE HEAVYWEIGHT
GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS

48” X 96” 14 GAUGE GALVANIZED SHEET
[special order item]
Order #: 50-4896 –sold per sheet

48” X 120” 14 GAUGE GALVANIZED SHEET
[special order item]
Order #: 50-48120 –sold per sheet

CANOPY BALL BUNGEEs
For holding shadecloth or tarps on shade frames or merchandiser displays.

10” CANOPY BALL BUNGEE #TSC410
Heavy duty black bungee with securing black ball
Order #: 50-PT2521 –sold as each

ALUMINUM FRAMING ANGLES
Use to frame and seal around doors, equipment penetrations, for support of mist lines or many other interesting applications

1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1/8” THICK X 96” LONG ANGLE
Order #: 50-60129 –sold per angle

1 1/2” X 1 1/2” X 1/8” THICK X 96” LONG ANGLE
Order #: 50-62182 –sold per angle

2” X 2” X 1/8” THICK X 96” LONG ANGLE
Order #: 50-62208 –sold per angle

2” X 2” X 1/16” THICK X 96” LONG ANGLE
Order #: 90912 –sold per angle

ALUMINUM ROLL FLASHING
Use to seal around pad systems or other openings where you want to provide quick, permanent seal.

6” X 50’ ALUMINUM FLASHING
Order #: 509650 –sold by roll
8” X 50’ ALUMINUM FLASHING  
Order #: 509850 –sold by roll

10” X 50’ ALUMINUM FLASHING  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-1050 –sold by roll

14” X 50’ ALUMINUM FLASHING  
[special order item]  
Order #: 509067 –sold by roll

PLASTIC TRIM FOR FLAT METAL  
Black U-shaped trim to install over sharp edges of metal on bench lips, flashing or framing for safety and improved appearance.

1/4” X 50’ MOLDED EDGE GUARD  
Order #: 54-DG50B –per roll

3/8” X 150’ MOLDED EDGE GUARD  
Order #: 54-DG150B –per roll

2” X 4” X 10’ FIBER REINFORCED BLACK PLASTIC BOARD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-1500350 –sold each board

2” X 6” X 10’ FIBER REINFORCED BLACK PLASTIC BOARD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-1500550 –sold each board

2” X 6” X 12’ FIBER REINFORCED BLACK PLASTIC BOARD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-150552 –sold each board

“COLOR” PLASTIC BOARD 2” X 6” X 12’ - MADE FROM RECYCLED PLASTIC - NO FIBER ADDED  
[discontinued when sold]  
This product will warp and bow more easily unless used as baseboard partially submerged in ground.  
Order #: 50-2612 –sold each board

PRESSURE TREATED WOOD  
For eaves and baseboards or to frame openings to support fans, shutters or doors.

2” X 6” X 12’ TREATED WOOD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-922 –sold per board

2” X 6” X 16’ TREATED WOOD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-924 –sold per board

2” X 8” X 12’ TREATED WOOD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-926 –sold per board

2” X 8” X 16’ TREATED WOOD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-928 –sold per board

2” X 12” X 12’ TREATED WOOD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-21212 –sold per board

2” X 4” X 12’ FIBER REINFORCED BLACK PLASTIC BOARD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-150352 –sold each board

2” X 4” X 10’ FIBER REINFORCED BLACK PLASTIC BOARD  
[special order item]  
Order #: 50-1500350 –sold each board

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376  
Prices subject to change without notice
## COMMDOOR ALUMINUM DOORS
Very high quality 1 3/4” thick commercial storefront aluminum doors pre-hung in aluminum frames with aluminum lower panel and non moveable glass top panel.

### 42” X 84” ALUMINUM 175 DOOR
Order #: 53-4284 – sold per door

### 48” X 84” ALUMINUM 175 DOOR
Order #: 53-4884 – sold per door

### 72” X 84” ALUMINUM DOUBLE DOOR PAIR
Order #: 53-7284 – sold by double door set

### CLOSER DORMA 7305 AR
[Special order item]

*Very good closer with hold open feature to use with Commdoor aluminum storefront doors.*

Order #: 53-7305 – sold as each

### DUTCH PREHUNG ALUMINUM DOORS
Very heavy duty Dutch aluminum doors in ready to mount frames with metal bottom panel, 2 vertical plexiglass windows in the top and nice lever locking handset.

### 40” X 82” DUTCH ALUMINUM DOOR
Order #: 53-4082 – sold per door

### 46” X 82” DUTCH ALUMINUM DOOR
Order #: 53-4682 – sold per door

### CLOSERS FOR DUTCH DOOR 8916-AL
Good closer to use on Dutch aluminum doors
Order #: 53-8916 – sold as each

### CLOSER BRACKETS FOR DUTCH DOOR FTHD 689
You need this bracket if buying a closer for the Dutch door
Order #: 53-689 – sold as each

### TOP JAMB BACK PLATE F/CLOSER BP-89
[Special order item]

*You need this back plate if buying a closer for Dutch doors.*

Order #: 53-1000 – sold as each

### 17” X 39 1/2” TEMPERED GLASS 5/32” THICK
Glass to install in APPAS Dutch doors. Need two per Dutch door if upgrading to glass from plexiglass.
Order #: 53-173912 – sold as each

### HEAVY DUTY GALVANIZED COMMERCIAL STEEL INSULATED DOORS
With 1/2 glass window in upper portion of door, weatherstripping, closer and lever lock set.

### 3’0” X 7’0” COMMERCIAL STEEL DOOR
[Special order item]

Order #: 53-3070 – sold per door

### 3’6” X 7’0” COMMERCIAL STEEL DOOR
Order #: 53-3670 – sold per door

### BLADE STOP CLOSER SPACER
[Special order item]

*4” x 1” x 1/2” spacer needed to mount closer on Nexus or National greenhouse frames.*

Order #: 53-BSHD689 – sold as each

---

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376

*Prices subject to change without notice*
APPAS ALUMINUM SQUARE TUBE
DOOR GLAZED WITH
CLEAR 8MM POLYGAL

Our design, welded from square aluminum tube and glazed with one piece of 8mm polygal panel. There is no moveable panel. The door has 3 hinges and storm door handle set.

3’ X 7’ WELDED ALUMINUM & 8MM POLYCARBONATE DOOR
Order #: 53-307 –sold per door

3’6” X 7’ WELDED ALUMINUM & 8MM POLYCARBONATE DOOR
Order #: 53-367 –sold per door

ALUMINUM STORM DOORS

Very nice 1 1/4” thick commercial grade Plyco storm door. White aluminum frame and bottom panel and moveable tempered non-insulated glass middle panel of 20” x 24”. Each door equipped with a lever lock-set.

3’0” X 6’8” COMMERCIAL STORM DOOR
Order #: 53-663068 –sold per door

3’6” X 6’8” COMMERCIAL STORM DOOR
Order #: 53-663668 –sold per door

4’0” X 6’8” COMMERCIAL STORM DOOR
Order #: 53-664068 –sold per door

CHINESE DOUBLE SLIDING DOOR

Lighter weight and less expensive aluminum double sliding door with track assembly and with wiggle wire track to accept poly film for glazing or glaze with twinwall panels. Does not include glazing.

DOUBLE SLIDING DOOR 8’ WIDE X 6’6” TALL
Order #: 53-86624 –sold by double door set

DOOR ACCESSORIES

36” ALUMINUM DOOR BOTTOM DB005
Mill finish with 7/8” rubber flap to floor
Order #: 50-68601 –sold as each

PULL DOOR HANDLE-POLYTEX PT 2602
Screw on simple “C” shaped non-latching pull handle
Order #: 53-2602 –sold as each

STRUCTURAL PLASTICS
BENCH TOPS & ACCESSORIES

2’ X 8’ HEAVY DUTY BENCHMARK TOP
Very heavy plastic injection molded bench. Use eleven legs per bench.
Order #: 53-420800 –sold as each

3’ X 8’ HEAVY DUTY BENCHMARK TOPS
Very heavy plastic injection molded bench. Use eleven to nineteen legs per bench.
Order #: 53-430800 –sold as each

18” TALL BENCHMARK BLACK LEG
POST 2” DIAMATER [special order item]
Extends bench top 18” above floor
Order #: 53-208000 –sold as each

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376  
Prices subject to change without notice
24” TALL BENCHMASTER BLACK LEG POSTS 2” DIAMETER
Extends bench top 24” above floor
Order #: 53-52024 –sold as each

30” TALL BENCHMASTER BLACK LEG POSTS 2” DIAMETER
Extends bench top 30” above floor
Order #: 53-52030 –sold as each

PLASTIC LEG COLLAR-FOR STACKING BENCHES
Use these fittings to install bottom of each leg on top bench when you want to double deck or multi-layer benches.
Order #: 53-52099 –sold as each

SOUTHWEST AGRIPLASTICS
PLASTIC BENCHTOPS

2’ X 4’ ULTRA DURA-BENCH PANELS
The Dura-Bench Ultra plastic bench top is engineered to replace wood, wire, and expanded metal on greenhouse benches. The 2’ x 4’ non-porous polypropylene plastic panel is designed with 1.1” x 2.1” rectangular holes for easy cleaning, and is engineered to interconnect with other Dura-Bench Ultra panels with nylon clips to create a smooth, flat bench surface. The Dura-Bench Ultra is durable, smooth, non-porous, and allows trays, flats, and pots to slide across the surface without snagging. The panels will not rot, crack, or splinter like wood products; and it will not corrode, rust or have sharp edges like expanded metal or wire tops. Attaching the Dura-Bench Ultra to metal, wood, or a pipe substructure is fast, and easy using stainless steel screws. With two pre-molded plastic rails the length of the bench top, the top can easily be screwed to supports where needed to fasten the top securely to its frame. Each panel weighs 4.5 pounds.
Order #: 53-24 –sold as each

24” X 49.5” ORIGINAL DURA-BENCH PANELS
The 2’ x 4’ non-porous polypropylene plastic panel is designed with 1.1” x 1.1” square holes. Dura-Bench is peak load tested at 630 lbs. and will not dent or warp. Attaching the Dura-Bench to metal, wood, or a pipe substructure is fast, and easy using #10 stainless steel screws. With countersunk pre-molded holes, the screws pull down and hold the panels from moving on the bench top. Each panel weighs 6.2 pounds
Order #: 53-24495 –sold as each

LOCKING CLIP FOR ULTRA DURA-BENCH
This optional clip allows you to add additional stability by securing Ultra bench panels together.
Order #: 53-CLIP –sold as each

GALVANIZED EXPANDED METAL BENCHTOPS
Dramex hot dip galvanized, 13 gauge after expansion, 3/4” diamond expanded steel designed as bench surface for greenhouse plant production. The open mesh design allows for free passage of light and air, improving heating efficiency, and keeping bench dry and disease free. Bench life is extended far beyond treated wood and is maintenance free. Dramex is lightweight, strong and inexpensive. Our most common sizes are listed below but we can fabricate these in any size the grower may require.

4’ WIDE X 8’ LONG EXPANDED METAL [special order item]
Order #: 53-048 –sold as each

5’ WIDE X 6’ LONG EXPANDED METAL [special order item]
Order #: 53-0506 –sold as each

5’ WIDE X 8’ LONG EXPANDED METAL [special order item]
Order #: 53-058 –sold as each

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
6' WIDE X 8' LONG EXPANDED METAL
[special order item]
Order #: 53-068 –sold as each

WELDED GALVANIZED WIRE
BENCH FABRIC
Has been used for decades to create relatively inexpensive homemade greenhouse benches. Stretch over wood or metal frame. 14 gauge is heavier and 16 gauge is lighter weight.

3' X 100' 14 GAUGE W/1” X 2” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-3100 –per roll

3' X 100' 16 GAUGE W/1” X 1” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-3102 –per roll

4' X 100' 14 GAUGE W/1” X 2” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-4100 –per roll

4' X 100' 16 GAUGE W/1” X 1” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-4102 –per roll

5' X 100' 14 GAUGE W/1” X 2” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-5100 –per roll

5' X 100' 16 GAUGE W/1” X 1” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-5102 –per roll

6' X 100' 14 GAUGE W/1” X 2” SPACING
[special order item]
Order #: 53-6100 –per roll

WOOD LATH ROLLS
Still used as an inexpensive plant bench or suspended on wire or pipe frame to create old fashioned wood lath houses.

48” X 50' SNOW FENCE
[special order item]
Order #: 53-6148 –sold per roll

CONLEY PLASTIC TOP
FREESTANDING BENCHES
Sturdy design-20 lbs. per sq. ft. capacity. Light-easy to move. Easy to assemble. Versatile-lends itself to both retail and educational applications as well as temporary potting or work stations. Wide leg designs increase stability. Corner protectors virtually eliminate snagging. Shipped with ultra plastic bench tops. These same benches are available at a slightly higher cost with expanded metal bench tops. These are our most common sizes but we can do any length in 6’ multiples in the bench width of 3’, 4’, 5’, or 6’.

3' X 6' FREESTANDING BENCH
[special order item]
Order #: 53-300006 –sold as each

3' X 12' FREESTANDING BENCH
[special order item]
Order #: 53-B300012 –sold as each

6' X 12' FREESTANDING BENCH
[special order item]
Order #: 53-B600012 –sold as each

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
CONLEY EXPANDED METAL TOP
STATIONARY BENCHES
Heavy gauge legs supplied with a galvanized finish. Components manufactured of roll formed galvanized steel to maximize structural integrity. One-piece aluminum angle bench rail around top of frame. Benches are supplied pre-punched to reduce installation labor. Leg anchor brackets attach directly to bench legs. Shipped with expanded metal tops. Designed to be sidewall benches in Conley hobby greenhouse.

3’ X 12’ STATIONARY BENCH
[special order item]
Order #: 53-312 – sold as each

3’ X 18’ STATIONARY BENCH
[special order item]
Order #: 53-318 – sold as each

CONCRETE READY MIX
CONCRETE READY MIX
80 lb. bag to mix small amounts of concrete for posts, door aprons, etc.
Order #: 50-2002 – sold per bag – 42 bags per pallet

CONCRETE ANCHORS
1/4” X 1 1/2” LEAD DRIVE PINS
Use to anchor bench leg plates to concrete floor
Order #: 53-100 – sold as each or per case

3/16” X 2 1/4” CK 318 CH 100 TAPCON
Order #: 53-54106 – sold as carton of 100

3/16” X 3 3/4” CK 330 CH 100 TAPCON
Order #: 53-54105 – sold as carton of 100

ANTI-CONDENSATE TREATMENT
SUN CLEAR (FOR PLASTIC)
[special order item]
Apply by sprayer or roller to inside of plastic film roof to reduce surface tension so condensate runs to low point of glazing or edge of house.
Order #: 46-0034 – 1 pt. – 12 per case

GREENHOUSE PAINTS
GREENHOUSE SUPER WHITE PAINT
Scientifically formulated to protect against harmful greenhouse conditions. It is a rich, heavy-bodied oil based paint with a greater percentage of oils and high grade titanium pigments for superior durability, hide capacity and light reflectivity. Best paint made for wood greenhouses.
Order #: 46-0028 – 1 gal. – 4 per case

REXRUST METAL PRIMER GRAY
To apply primer coat to metal framing for use on metal framing in greenhouse.
Order #: 46-0030 – 1 gal. – 4 per case

RHETEPOX WHITE ENAMEL
Very high grade 2 part highly reflective white enamel paint
Order #: 46-0076 – 1 gal. – 4 per case

COLD GALVANIZING AEROSOL
20 oz. aerosol to paint over welds, scratches on galvanizing or other metal touch up work
Order #: 46-50180 – 20 oz. can

ALCLEAN ALUMINUM CLEANER
[special order item]
To help remove white rust and other stains on aluminum sheets and extrusions
Order #: 46-57021200 – 1 qt. – 12 per case

To Order Call: 405.787.4833 or 1.800.522.3376
Prices subject to change without notice
BLACK FIBERED ROOF COATING
To repair and renew roofs of metal storage sheds and head houses. Heavy black tar based finish to absorb heat.
Order #: 46-0078 – 1 gal. – 4 per case

ALUMINUM FIBERED ROOF COATING
To repair and renew roofs of metal storage sheds and head houses. Reflective aluminum finish to reflect heat.
Order #: 46-0074 – 1 gal. – 4 per case